Extreme Church Makeover explores how corporate sin is robbing the spiritual vitality and fruitfulness of churches. If not resolved, this form of bondage can so entangle a church that only an extreme makeover can bring freedom. Trusted authors Neil T. Anderson and Charles Mylander offer practical and life-giving tools for dealing biblically with corporate sin in the Church. Offering a balanced approach, this unique resource takes into account the reality of the spiritual world as well as the need for correcting leadership and administration problems. Find out how to unite around a common purpose. And this summer, the Southern California chapter of Church Tech Leaders (CTL) is planning on giving them some. For some time, it's been on the hearts of a few of us to do what we're calling an Extreme Church Makeover, and this seems like the perfect beta test. A few of us will run point, meeting with the church, dreaming a little bit, and we'll develop a plan. That plan will come with an equipment list, of course, and the first place we're going to look is in our own closets. Most of us have extra amps, mic's, cables, speakers, processors and lights laying around that